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REFLECTIONS ON COACHING:

 It was a Friday afternoon and I had just arrived home from a hectic day at school.  The 

sun was streaming through my windows.  I was anticipating a dinner date with my family and 

checked my iPad for email.  Up popped a notification.  I was being invited to a Hangout on 

Google+.  I caught my breath, a nano-second horrified that I had possibly forgotten about a 

coaching meeting with Adria and Tanya again.  The last time I had fallen asleep and had missed 

our meeting online altogether.  I vowed this would never happen again and had a series of back-

ups for preventing this embarrassing situation.  After I tapped my Google+ app, I realized that I 

was being invited to a new hangout with Wendy, Wade, Pearl and Dwayne's coaching group.  I 

was excited.  I hadn't seen them in months!  I immediately realized that I had to use a different 

app in order to join in on the video-conferencing.  Within minutes, on my iPad, I was looking at 

Wade in his office at his desk, kicking back in his office chair and I was able to see Wendy's 

adorable Chihuahua as we chatted.  

 I have been seeing my experiences with my CIEL coaching group as a reconnection with 

the program.  After our video-chats, I am usually reinvigorated to work on my papers because 

Adria is so organized and on top of all the assignments and due dates.  This woman doesn't seem 

to procrastinate!    She inspires me to get my papers done early.   I am in awe that Tanya and 

Adria are so well-read about current research and have the energy and time to do all the extra 

reading on top of working on their inquiries.  When we discuss how things are going with our 

inquiry and about the upcoming assignments, the thing I value the most about this peer-coaching 

 



group within the CIEL program is the ability to ask stupid questions and have my peers answer 

them.   It is so crucial to have this venue for discussion and collaboration.   Seeking clarification 

and responding with our own interpretations of an assignment pushes us to perform better and 

achieve excellence.   It is something I now realize I missed when I was in high school. As a quiet 

student, I rarely asked my friends for help in assignments or for clarification about a concept.  If 

I forgot to do my homework, my friends weren't around to remind me it was due the next day.  I 

just took a zero like a hero.

 Today, in my own classroom I am seeing the benefits of a technology that connects 

students beyond the physical walls of the classroom.  My English 11 class has created a 

Facebook page for the sole purpose of helping one another study for my exams and help one 

another with difficult concepts taught in class.  I do have my class wiki which most of them 

make good use of, but it's great to see the students taking initiative to do this.  Their Facebook 

page is student-initiated, student-generated and student-maintained.  I have nothing to do with it 

and don't want anything to do with it.  In fact I've never seen it.  I am sure they are more 

comfortable sharing things with one another without the evil-eye of Ms. Kwan looking over their 

shoulders.  Because they own and maintain the forum for discussion, they don't have to worry 

about asking "stupid" questions.     In contrast, I actually think it's so smart of them to do this on 

their own.  As well, some students have used my class Wiki (where I am the sole administrator) 

to also post study notes or ask questions of one another or me and to help one another out in their 

learning.  I wish I had had these sorts of technology, this sort of learning environment and these 

sorts of peers when I was in school.   I think I would have had a richer learning experience and 

would have made even more social connections than I had.  We have struggling learners posting 



comments of thanks to the high-achieving top students in class who have made their personal 

notes available for all.   I think this is just a fantastic way of reinforcing learning.

 So, I see my coaching experiences with my cohort as a sort of reflection of the way 

students today are using social media to learn in the 21st Century.   We are learning in our 

coaching groups in a way that is meaningful and connected.  I never experienced this sort of 

collaboration myself as a learner in secondary school or at University.  Much of the learning I did 

was in the privacy of my own room.  I rarely asked questions and rarely discussed assignments 

or course material with my friends or peers.  Always, our connections were social and about 

having fun.

  I believe that our cohort would have benefitted from something similar to my students' 

Facebook English 11 study page.  It would have been a very neat thing to have a similar forum  

set up to enable our CIEL cohort to meet online casually.   Perhaps it is a generational issue that 

we as a group did not immediately think to set up a CIEL Facebook page?    Imagine how much 

more connected we would be as a cohort if we were to have used social media in the same way 

as my students.  Imagine if we were all on Skype or Google+ video chatting once every month 

on Thursdays at 4pm.   This casual drop-in Hangout after school is much like what my 

colleagues and others throughout my district do to unwind and decelerate on Fridays after 

school.   If this sort of thing were set up from the start in August, I am sure I would have been 

online for many of those monthly Hangouts.   

 The memory of the intensity of our one week together in August still resonates with me 

today.  I feel much closer to my small coaching group because we do meet often online.  

However, there has been a nagging feeling in me that has been increasing lately.  I have been 



wondering how it is going with the rest of the larger group.  Reading their papers on the CIEL1 

blog has given me an idea of how things are going, but nothing beats seeing your peers face-to-

face and talking to them about things unrelated to their inquiries.   I had hoped that the large 

group would have had more opportunities to meet casually online but this never happened 

primarily because we are all too busy to organize it.  Perhaps also, we are grounded in 20th 

Century learning skills and it simply does not occur to us to do so.   These 16 year olds were able 

to initiate this forum for socializing, collaboration and learning without any help from teachers.    

I think we adults can benefit from aspects of this sort of online collaboration.   This is a perfect 

way for teachers and administrators to connect and learn from one another.   Whether we tweet, 

post, blog or pin it, used appropriately, social media can be a tool for easy collaboration between 

teachers, administrators and learners.

  




